The use of -calculus in richer settings, possibly involving parallelism, is examined in terms of the e ect on the equivalence between -terms. We concentrate on Abramsky's lazy -calculus (Abramsky 1989) and we follow two directions. Firstly, the -calculus is studied within a process calculus by examining the equivalence $ induced by Milner's encoding into the -calculus. We start from a characterisation of $ presented in (Sangiorgi 1992). We derive a few simpler operational characterisations, from which we prove full abstraction w.r.t. Levy-Longo Trees. Secondly, we examine Abramsky's applicative bisimulation (in op. cit.) when the -calculus is augmented with (well-formed) operators, that is symbols equipped with reduction rules describing their behaviour. In this way, the maximal discrimination between pure -terms (i.e., the nest behavioural equivalence) is obtained when all operators are used. We prove that the presence of certain non-deterministic operators is su cient and necessary to induce it and that it coincides with the discrimination given by $.
Introduction
The -calculus is canonical for calculations with functions. We concentrate here on Abramsky's ideas (Abramsky 1989) . His lazy -calculus is proposed as a basis for lazy functional programming languages and the evaluation mechanism is guided by what the implementation of such languages suggest; in particular, reductions are forbidden within a -abstraction. In such a setting, termination means \reduction to an abstraction" and is the only observable property. Then Abramsky decrees two closed -terms applicative bisimilar, written ', if either both or neither of them terminates and recursively, this property is maintained for any input provided by the external observer. In (Abramsky 1987) he develops a theory for applicative bisimulation which runs in parallel with his treatment of concurrency.
The de nition of ' itself inherits the bisimulation idea originally formulated in concurrency theory (Park 1981 , Milner 1989 . It also has an alternative characterisation reminiscent of testing equivalence (De Nicola and Hennessy 1984) ; it says that two terms are equivalent when they induce the same termination property in all pure -contexts:
M ' N i for all contexts C; C(M) terminates , C(N) terminates.
( ) However, such a de nition of applicative bisimulation causes some problems. It is based on the notion of termination, but one cannot distinguish termination in the pure -calculus. For instance, one cannot de ne the convergence test (see Section 2) . Such an operator is used to show that Abramsky's canonical domain for the lazy -calculus and Milner's encoding of it into the -calculus (Milner 1990) are not fully abstract. In other words, the pure -calculus is too weak w.r.t. the predicate of termination. Moreover, since applicative bisimulation derives from ideas developed for frameworks of reactive and concurrent systems, one might nd it appealing the introduction of \parallel" operators in the contexts of de nition ( ). Indeed, various enrichments of the lazy -calculus with operators not -de nable have already appeared in the literature. However either the operators themselves | as in the case of convergence test and parallel convergence in (Abramsky and Ong 1989 , Ong 1988 and 1988a ) | or their semantics | as for non-deterministic choice and the parallel operator in (Boudol 1990 and | are rather ad hoc, chosen to achieve full abstraction for some canonical domain. Or at least, from a programming language point of view, they do not seem to be justi ed by the common practice. Furthermore it is unclear whether the induced equivalences are sensitive to the addition of more operators. This question is relevant when considering the integration of functional and concurrent calculi: For instance we might like to know when two functional terms can be exchanged without a ecting the behaviour of the process in which they are used.
The above discussion intended to point out the interest for the study of the lazy -calculus in \richer" settings, the focus of this paper. We have pursued two approaches: In the rst, the -calculus is studied within a process calculus, in some sense completing Abramsky's immersion of the lazycalculus into concurrency. Since the lazy -calculus was inspired by the language-implementation experience, a \powerful" process calculus should yield a simple encoding. We have chosen thecalculus for this, where a nice encoding already exists, namely Milner's (1990 Milner's ( , 1991 . It has to be stressed that the study of Milner's encoding was a major concern in our work. If the -calculus is universally accepted as the calculus to reason about sequential programs and systems, the -calculus aims at being its counterpart for the parallel ones. This makes the comparison between the two something worth looking at, and Milner's encoding of the lazy -calculus, because of its simplicity and canonicity, represents an interesting starting point. We have called the equivalence induced by the embedding -observation equivalence, written $; that is, two -terms are -observation equivalent if their process-encodings are (weak) bisimilar 1 . A characterisation of $ is presented in (Sangiorgi 1992 (Sangiorgi , 1993 ). We derive a few simpler operational characterisations, from which we prove full abstraction of $ w.r.t. Levy-Longo Trees (Longo 1983 , Ong 1988a , the lazy variant of B ohm Trees. As a corollary, due to previous results by Longo and Ong in op. cit., we also get full abstraction w.r.t. the class of models called (free lazy) Plotkin-Scott-Engeler models.
Our other approach tackles a systematic study of the lazy -calculus and applicative bisimulation in presence of a richer class of operators than those -de nable. That is, rather than going through the embedding into an auxiliary language, we enrich the pure -calculus. We admit only well-formed operators, intuitively operators whose behaviour only depends on the semantics | not on the syntax | of their operands. Groote and Vaandrager (1992) have studied the meaning of well-formed operators and transition systems in a process algebra setting. We adapt their format to the -calculus. Then the most discriminating congruence is obtained when all well-formed operators are admitted; we call it rich applicative congruence. We show that -observation equivalence and rich applicative congruence coincide on the pure -terms. In other words, the -calculus encoding induces maximal observational discrimination on -terms. An interesting problem is then to nd a minimal set of operators giving the same discrimination. The solution of this problem involves the understanding of what is necessary to add to the -calculus to make it as discriminating as the -calculus. Could the parallel convergence operator be the solution to this problem just as it was the solution to the full abstraction problem for Abramsky's canonical model (Abramsky 1987 )? The answer is no: Parallel convergence is a ChurchRosser operator (i.e., it yields con uent derivatives), and one of our results is that Church-Rosser operators do not give maximal discriminating power. The right answer is non-determinism. We prove that one of the simplest forms of non-determinism one could think of, a unary operator which when applied to some argument either behaves like the argument or diverges, is enough. This gives an indicative measure of the power of non-determinism.
An alternative use of constants has played a crucial rôle in the operational study of $. The standard way to treat a constant is to introduce it together with some rules describing its operational behaviour. In the sequel we call these operators. When only operators are used, -abstraction remains the only sensible normal form for closed terms. Instead, we take the word constant to denote symbols which are added to the language without specifying any operational rule. Such a use of constants can be found in the well-known technique of top down speci cation and analysis, where a system is developed through a series of re nement steps each representing a di erent level of abstraction; a lower level implements some details which at a higher level have been left hidden. A constant c is then a high level primitive standing for some lower level procedure K c ; at this stage we might want to explicitly abstract from the behaviour of K c to facilitate the reasoning, or it might just be that we cannot make assumptions on the behaviour of K c (for instance, we might be interested in re nments of c with di erent K c 's). Now, cM becomes a sensible normal form too. Operationally, we can imagine it as the output of the tupleM along the channel c and towards K c .
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In the concurrency terminology, an equivalence is weak if it ignores possible internal moves of processes; due to the particular structure of the processes encoding -terms, we believe that many of the weak process equivalences studied in the literature would induce the same relation on the -terms.
We shall compare equivalences de ned on di erent enriched -languages by the discrimination induced on pure closed -terms. Not much is known about the preorder on the equivalences so obtained, which looks like a semilattice. There is a maximal element represented by Abramsky's original applicative bisimulation and a minimal one represented by the rich applicative congruence. Further informations can be deduced from our work. However the relationships between various interesting equivalences remain unknown.
We do not introduce the -calculus or Milner's encoding of the lazy -calculus, since we shall only use them as starting point and we shall never be performing manipulations of -calculus processes. We refer to , (Milner 1990 (Milner , 1991 and (Sangiorgi 1993) for detailed expositions. Related work. We are not aware of other studies on equivalences between -terms induced via a mapping into a concurrent language. On the contrary, a number of studies of extensions of thecalculus have appeared in the literature; for the lazy -calculus, we have already mentioned those by Abramsky, Ong and Boudol. Coming, more speci cally, to non-deterministic extensions ofcalculus, these have been mainly analysed on the typed calculus (see for instance (Astesiano and Costa, 1980) and (Sieber 1993) ) and only very recently on the untyped calculus, by Jagadeesan and Panangaden (1990) , Boudol (1990) , Ong (1993), de'Liguoro and Piperno (1992) . The emphasis in these works is mainly domain-theoretic. Operationally, the equivalences de ned are di erent from ours and the reason is clear if we relate them to standard behavioural equivalences of process algebras. Apart from (Ong 1993) , all cited authors closely follow the testing theory (De Nicola and Hennessy 1984) , in its modalities may or must, separately or together. By contrast, we follow the treatment of non-determinism and reductions in the classical theory of (weak) bisimulation (Milner 1989 ). Ong's approach (Ong 1993) lies between the two, since his de nition of equivalence inherits both testing and bisimulation elements. See also Examples 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 for comparisons among these equivalences. Organisation of the paper. Section 2 introduces some necessary notation for the lazy -calculus. In Section 3 applicative bisimulation is generalised to -calculus languages enriched with a class P of operators and a class C of constants; we denote it by ' P C (' C when P is empty). The remainder of the paper is conceptually divided into two parts. The rst part includes Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4 we study $ operationally: We begin with its characterisation in term of ' given in (Sangiorgi 1992) , where is an in nite set of constants; we prove that this result is actually independent of the class of constants used, as long as it is nonempty; we present a simple direct proof (which does not exploit the encoding into the -calculus) of the congruence of ' C ; we nish with two further useful characterisations of $. In Section 5 we show the full abstraction of $ w.r.t. Levy-Longo Trees. In the second part of the paper, including Sections 6, 7 and 8, we examine enrichments of the lazy -calculus with well-formed operators. Various comparison results between equivalences induced by di erent classes of operators are derived but the real aim is to use operators to understand and describe the discriminating power given by $. We introduce well-formed operators in Section 6; we de ne and motivate the format of their operational rules and we show that $ is at least as ne as rich applicative congruence. In Section 7 we establish the opposite containment. This is done only using a simple non-deterministic operator. In Section 8 we prove that for such a result non-determinism is actually necessary, i.e., the same discriminating power cannot be recovered using only Church-Rosser operators. Finally, in Section 9 we report some conclusions and, as future work, some questions which remain to be examined.
Preliminary notations and de nitions
We use x; y; ::: to range over variables; c; d; ::: and C over constants and classes of constants; p; ::: and P over operators and classes of operators. We assume that each operator p has an arity r(p) representing the number of arguments that p needs. The class of P C (X )-terms, i.e., -terms enriched with operators in P and constants in C is de ned by the following grammar M = c j pM 1 M r(p) j x j x:M j M 1 M 2 , where c 2 C and p 2 P.
The de nitions of free variables, closed terms, substitution, -conversion etc. are the standard ones (see Barendregt 1984) . The set of constants and of free variables in the term M are denoted by ct(M) and fv(M), respectively. Throughout the paper we assume that all -convertible terms are identi ed and we write M = N if M and N are -convertible. The subclass of P C (X ) only containing the closed terms is denoted by P C . We omit P or C if they are empty. Thus, and C are respectively the class of the closed pure -terms and the class of the closed -terms enriched with constants from C. We group brackets on the left; therefore MNRL is ((MN)R)L. We use M; N; R; T to range over (enriched) -terms; also,M in NM stands for a sequence of arguments, i.e., NM = NM 1 ::M n , for some n and M 1 , ..., M n . We abbreviate x 1 : x n :M as x 1 x n :M, or x:M if the length ofx is not important. As usual, the symbol I is the identity term x:x; the symbol is the always-divergent term ( x:xx)( x:xx); and the always-convergent term ( x: y:(xx))( x: y:(xx)). Now the reduction relation ) P C (X ) P C (X ) (for our purposes it is convenient to have it de ned on open terms). We express the reduction rules using metavariables X; ; Y; , which are instantiated with enriched -terms when a rule is applied (the use of metavariables will be particularly handy in Section 6, to describe the rules of the Groote-Vaandrager format). First of all we have the rules ( ) and (App), the core of the pure lazy -calculus; then the rules (Re ) and (Trans) , describing the re exive and transitive nature of ):
Finally, there is a set of rules for each operator. We call them behavioural rules. Following Groote and Vaandrager (1992) , we only admit rules in Groote-Vaandrager format, which ensure that the behaviour of the operators de ned, called well-formed, only depends on the semantics and not on the syntax of their operands. We shall describe such a format in detail in Section 6. For the moment, as an example, we give the rules for r (convergence test), 3 (parallel convergence test) and (unconditional choice, sometimes called internal choice (De Nicola and Hennessy, 1987) ). We use + as a convergence predicate; M + N holds if M reduces to N and N is an abstraction. To aid readability, we shall often write binary operators in in x position, as e.g., M N. Table 1 summarises the main notations for the equivalences and for the operators or classes of operators that will be used throughout the paper. In the entries for equivalences, the central column represents their domain.
Remark 2.1 Since constants have no associated reduction rules, they behave, essentially, as free variables. Constants are separated from free variables for two reasons: Firstly, they play logically distinct rôles in the proof of Theorem 4.2 below in (Sangiorgi 1992) . Secondly, we think that constants have their own natural interpretation, as described in Section 1.
3 Applicative Bisimulation over P C
In (Abramsky 1987 , Abramsky and Ong 1989 , Boudol 1990 ) the study of -terms is conducted in terms of simulations and preorders 1 ; indeed it is always the case that a bisimulation coincides with the equivalence induced by the corresponding simulation. However this is not true in general with non-determinism, hence we prefer to work with bisimulations. When generalising the de nition of applicative bisimulation given by Abramsky (1987) to terms in P C , the main question is how to de ne it between the terms cM and cÑ. Following our interpretation of constants given in Section 1, it is natural to require that the ordered sequence of the argumentsM andÑ be equivalent.
De nition 3.1 A symmetric relation S P C P C is a ' P C -bisimulation, if (M; N) 2 S implies: 1. if M ) x:M 0 then N 0 exists s.t. N ) x:N 0 and (M 0 fR=xg; N 0 fR=xg) 2 S, for all R 2 P C ; 2. if M ) cM 1 :::M n , for some n 0 and c 2 C, then N 1 ; : : :; N n exist s.t. N ) cN 1 N n and (M i ; N i ) 2 S, 1 i n; 1 Abramsky uses the word bisimulation for the preorder; we shall follow the concurrency tradition and call the symmetric relation bisimulation.
3. if M ) M 0 then N 0 exists s.t. N ) N 0 and (M 0 ; N 0 ) 2 S.
The terms M and N are applicative bisimilar over P C , written M ' P C N, if (M; N) 2 S, for some ' P C -bisimulation S. 2
It is easy to see that ' P C induces an equivalence relation. When P contains only one element, say p, we just write ' p C . We drop the index P or C when the corresponding set is empty.
In De nition 3.1, clause (3) requires us to compare two -terms also after some internal activity has happened. This is important when the language can express non-determinism, since it allows us to detect the branching structure of the terms, as the examples below show. Clause (3) can be omitted when the reduction relation ) is con uent | for instance, if P is empty | since then, M ) M 0 implies that M and M 0 are bisimilar. In consequence, ', i.e., applicative bisimulation over , represents Abramsky's original applicative bisimulation (Abramsky 1987). Example 3.2 It holds that I 6 ' I , since the latter has the reduction I ) which the former cannot match. The terms I and I are equated in (Boudol, 1990) , where clause (3) is absent.
However, the distinction between them seems senseful, since I always accepts an input whereas I can also refuse it.
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Example 3.3 We have x:(M N) 6 ' ( x:M) ( x:N), i.e., abstraction does not distribute over unconditional choice as, on the contrary, holds in (de'Liguoro and Piperno 1992) and (Boudol 1990 ). The failure of the equality x:(M N) ' ( x:M) ( x:N) closely resembles the well-known failure of the bisimilarity equality of process algebras between the processes a:(P Q) and (a:P) (a:Q) (the construct a:P denotes a process which can perform the action a and then becomes the process P). 2 Example 3.4 Unconditional choice is associative in (Ong 1993 ), but it is not so for us. For instance, we have (I ) x: 6 ' I ( x: ) since the former can reduce to I , which the latter cannot match, as can be shown by a case analysis on its possible reductions. Again, this result is in accordance with the theory of bisimulation in process algebras, where unconditional choice is not associative.
We now introduce a choice operator, called conditional choice and written ], which is indeed associative. It is inspired by the external choice operator of (De Nicola and Hennessy 1987), and is described by the rules
plus the symmetric rules ( ]3) and ( ]4). We shall see later (discussion after Corollary 7.10) that and ] induce the same (maximal) discrimination on pure -terms.
Congruence. A P C -context is a` P C -term' with a hole ] in it. If C is a P C -context, then C(M) is the P C term obtained from C by lling its hole with M.
De nition 3.5 Applicative congruence over P C , written = P C , is the largest relation over P C P C s.t.
Although we conjecture it is true, we were not able to prove that ' P C always coincides with its congruence = P C ; but, at least, we shall prove it for the speci c cases which interest us. The preorder on the equivalences. In the sequel we consider various equivalences de ned on -calculus terms possibly enriched with constants and operators. Since the classes of terms on which they are de ned may di er, we compare them on the common core of closed pure -terms.
De nition 3.6 Let , 0 , be two equivalences de ned on some enriched -language P C , P Lemma 3.7 If P P 0 and C C 0 , then ' P
The equivalence induced by Milner's encoding into the -calculus Our starting point is the equivalence induced on the -terms by Milner's encoding into the -calculus, and its characterisation in terms of ' proved in (Sangiorgi 1992) , where is a countable in nite set of constants. Formally, the encoding of Milner's we refer to is the one presented in (Milner 1991) , slightly simpler than the previous one in (Milner 1990 ), due to the use of tuple communications and process abstractions. We write M] ] for the encoding of the term M and for -calculus's weak bisimulation, also called observation equivalence. According to the terminology in we should also say which version of observation equivalence we mean, if the late or the early, ground or not ground; this is unnecessary because they all coincide on the encoding of -terms.
De nition 4.1 We say that the terms M; N 2 (X ) are -observation equivalent, written M $ N,
The characterisation of $, left as open problem in (Milner 1990) , was achieved in (Sangiorgi 1992 ) by extending Milner's encoding to (X ) and by exploiting a more abstract encoding into the HigherOrder -calculus, a development of -calculus with higher-order communications. By appealing to the encoding and to the properties of -calculus processes, we get for free the congruence of ' . But it is a valuable test for ' to show that a simple direct proof is possible. Our proof follows the one proposed by Stoughton to show the congruence of ' (see Abramsky and Ong 1989) ; in addition, here we need the notion of \bisimulation up-to". Unfortunately, Stoughton's technique does not work in general for ' P C . We give the proof in terms of a generic class C of constants. It is convenient to use the one-step reduction relation ! for C ; it is obtained from ) by dropping the rules (Re ) and (Trans) and replacing ) with ! in the rules ( ) and (App) Proof: We show that S = f(C(M); C(N)) j C is a C -context and M ' C Ng is an applicative bisimulation up-to ' C , by induction on the structure of the context C.
1. Suppose C of the form ( x:C 1 )C 2 C n : The case n = 1 is easy. Otherwise, take C 0 = (C 1 fC 2 =xg)C 3 C n ; we have C(M) ! C 0 (M), C(N) ! C 0 (N) and (C 0 (M); C 0 (N)) 2 S. 2. Suppose C of the form cC 1 C n : immediate. 3. Suppose C of the form ]C 1 C n : De ne C 0 = MC 1 C n . Then C 0 is either of the form (1) or (2) . In both cases, the behaviour of C 0 (M) is matched by C 0 (N); this is enough because, by Lemma 4.5, C(N) ' C C 0 (N) and because S is a bisimulation up-to ' C . 2
Simpler characterisations
Independence from the class of constants. Theorem 4.2 gives us a characterisation of -observation equivalence using an in nite set of constants. Our rst result is that the choice of the class of constants is not important, as long as it is nonempty. De nition 4. The di erence between the de nitions of ' and ' 0 is in clause (1). While ' requires to test the equality between x:M 0 and x:N 0 for all terms in here one term | a constant | is enough (also, we do not need clause (3) of De nition 3.1 because the reduction relation is deterministic). The message is that constants are very powerful, which will be reinforced by Lemma 6.5. Theorem 4.9 ' <> ' 0 Proof: There is a simple proof exploiting the encoding into the Higher-Order -calculus and its theory. A proof inside the -calculus is also possible; we shall only sketch it. We have to show that Mfc=xg ' Nfc=xg, for c 6 2 ct(M; N), implies MfR=xg ' NfR=xg, for any R 2 . Without loss of generality assume also that c 6 2 ct(R). Since contains an in nite number of constants, it is enough to prove that MfR=xg ' ?fcg NfR=xg. This can be derived by proving a stronger version of Lemma 6.5, saying that for each class of symbols P and C and assignment of well-formed operators to the symbols in P, M ' P C N implies M ' P C N. The modi cations to the proof of Lemma 6.5 are straightforward. Then Mfc=xg ' Nfc=xg implies Mfc=xg ' c ?fcg Nfc=xg, for any choice of operator for c; in particular this holds when c ) R is the only behavioural rule of c. Finally 
Full abstraction
In this section we look at $ denotationally. We show full abstraction for $ w.r.t. Levy-Longo trees. As a corollary, we get full abstraction w.r.t. the free lazy Plotkin-Scott-Engeler models. Our terminology and notation mainly come from (Ong 1988a) . We denote by the classical (i.e not lazy) formal theory of the -calculus, given by the usual axioms ; and the rules ; ; . We use n to range over the set of nonnegative integers f0; 1; : : :g and ! to represent the rst ordinal limit. All -terms in this section belong to (X ). B ohm Trees (BT) are the most popular tree structure in the -calculus. However, BT's only correctly express the computational content of -terms in a \strict" regime, while they fail to do so in a lazy one. For instance, in a lazy scheme, the terms x: and are distinguished, but since unsolvable (Barendregt 1984) , they have identical BT's. The right notion of tree in a lazy regime is a variant of BT's called Levy-Longo Trees (LT). LT's were introduced in (Longo 1983 ) | where they were simply called trees | developing an original idea by Levy (1975) . For the de nition of LT's we need the notions of proper order of terms, and of head reduction, which we now introduce.
The order of a term M expresses the maximum length of the outermost sequence of -abstractions to which M is -convertible; it says how \higher-order" M is. More precisely, M has order n if n is the largest i s.t. `M = x 1 x i :N, for some N. Therefore a term has order 0 if it is not -convertible to any abstraction. The remaining terms are assigned order !; they are terms like which can reduce to an unbounded number of nested abstractions. A term has proper order n if it has order of unsolvability n, i.e., after the initial n -abstractions it behaves like . Formally, M has proper order 0, written M 2 PO 0 , if M has order 0 and there is noÑ s.t. `M = xÑ; M has proper order n+1, written M 2 PO n+1 , if N 2 PO n exists s.t. `M = x:N; M has proper order ! , written M 2 PO ! , if M has order !.
A -term is either of the form x:yM, or of the form x:(( x:M 0 )M 1 M n ), n 1. In the latter, the redex ( x:M 0 )M 1 is called the head redex. If M is a term with a head redex, then M ! h N holds if N results from M by -reducing its head redex; ) h is the re exive and transitive closure of ! h . The head reduction ) h is di erent from the lazy reduction ); a lazy redex is also a head redex, but the other way round may be false, for a head redex can also be located underneath an abstraction. However, we have: M ) x 1 :M 1 ; M i ) x i+1 :M i+1 , 1 i < n ; and M n ) yÑ.
Proof: (1) and (2) hold because both ) and ) h progress using the leftmost redex; (3) follows from
(1) and (2). Example 5.5 Consider the terms M = x:(x( y:(x y)) ) N = x:(x(x ) ).
They have been used to prove non full abstraction results for the lazy -calculus w.r.t. Abramsky's canonical model (Abramsky and Ong 1989 ) and w.r.t. Milner's encoding into -calculus (Milner 1990 ).
This is due to the fact that both in Abramsky's model and in the -calculus the convergence test r is de nable. Such an operator can distinguish between M and N, as M( x:rx) reduces to an abstraction, whereas N( x:rx) diverges. However, no pure -terms can make the same distinction as can be shown by a case analysis on its order. We can prove This gives us a straightforward proof of the non full abstraction of the -calculus's encoding, i.e., '6 < $.
(The analogous result in (Milner 1990 ) is obtained by implementing r as a -calculus process, and then exploiting the theory of the -calculus).
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Observe that the characterisation in terms of ' C and Lemma 3.7 show that -observation equivalence is contained in Abramsky's original '; the above example shows that the containment is strict.
Theorem 5.4 has an important consequence in terms of -models, more precisely the free lazy Plotkin-Scott-Engeler (PSE) models. Brie y, a PSE model is de ned on top of a PSE algebra. These are combinatory algebras introduced by Engeler (1981) , which followed earlier ideas by Plotkin and Scott. PSE algebras are de ned in a very natural set theoretic way, the notion of application generalising the classical Myhill-Shepherdson-Roger de nition of application in the graph model P!. There are two canonical ways to expand a PSE algebra into a PSE model, depending on the choice of the graph function Gr which selects a unique representative Gr(f) for each representable function f: Intuitively, the rst choice, called strict, selects the \least" representative Gr ? (f) from the extensionality class of f, and gives rise to the free strict PSE models. The second choice selects the \largest" representative, and gives rise to the free lazy PSE models. The -theory induced by the free strict PSE models is precisely the B ohm Tree theory. The free lazy PSE models enjoy the same property w.r.t. the Levy-Longo Trees. These results have been obtained by Longo (1983) and Ong (1988a) .
The latter result and Theorem 5.4 show that $ is fully abstract w.r.t. the free lazy PSE models, i.e., if = is such a model, then M $ N i =`M = N:
6 Well-formed operators
We now turn to examine how applicative bisimulation is a ected by enrichments of the lambda calculus with well-formed operators. (We recall that an operator is a symbol which comes equipped with reduction rules describing its behaviour; it is well-formed if the rules obey a certain format speci ed below). In this section, we show that -observation equivalent terms cannot be distinguished using well-formed operators. Hence when two pure closed -terms are -observation equivalent, we can replace them in any context built from well-formed operators without a ecting the overall behaviour.
In Sections 7 and 8 we shall analyse the complementary question, namely if and when well-formed operators allow us to discriminate terms which are not -observation equivalent. First we have to show the format of the rules which de ne well-formed operators.
The GV format
We follow Groote and Vaandrager (1992) for the format of the reduction rules for well-formed operators, and hence call it the Groote-Vaandrager (GV) format. (It is called well-founded tyft format in (Groote and Vaandrager 1992) ). Here, we are dealing with a calculus with bound variables, absent in the setting considered by Groote and Vaandrager; therefore their ideas have to be appropriately adapted. We anticipate that the rules describing the operators r; 3, and ] in Sections 2 and 3 t the GV format. Moreover the arguments used in (Groote and Vaandrager 1992) could be reformulated to show that our GV format cannot be generalised in any obvious way without losing the \good behaviour" of the well-formed operators they de ne, that is to say, without introducing syntactic dependencies of the operators on their arguments. Even though our well-formed operators do not intend to represent all such well-behaved operators | for instance the GV format excludes rules with negative premises | they still constitute a very large and interesting class.
We recall that X; Y; Z; represent metavariables, whereas x; y; are plain -variables. A` P Cterm' which may also contain metavariables is called a P C -metaterm (sometimes simply metaterm).
Formally, the metaterms | ranged over by T and S | are those produced by the following grammar and which do not have free -variables: T = c j pT 1 T r(p) j X j x j x:T j T 1 T 2 , where c is a constant, p an operator with arity r(p), X a metavariable and x a -variable. To introduce the GV format, let us look back at the rules for the convergence test operator r, namely X + Y rX ) I and X ) Y rX ) rY ; where the symbol + means reduction to an abstraction, i.e., M + N if M ) N and N is an abstraction. Thus, the conclusion of a GV rule is of the form pX 1 X r(p) ) T, where p is an operator, r(p) its arity and T a metaterm. The premise of the rule may use the reduction relations ) and + . In the above example of r, the premises have a metavariable both on the left and on the right-hand side; however, in general the left-hand side could be a metaterm. In addition, a premise of a GV-rule may also employ the reduction relation + c , meaning reduction to a term with a constant c in head position, i.e., M + c N if M ) N and N = cÑ, for someÑ.
We impose that the number of premises of a rule is nite | which is not the case in (Groote and Vaandrager 1992 ) | because we think it is a reasonable assumption and because it facilitates the proof of Lemma 7.2.
De nition 6.1 (well-formed operators and the GV format) An operator is well-formed if it can be described by behavioural rules in Groote-Vaandrager (GV) Moreover the rule has to be non-circular.
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Therefore, following Groote and Vaandrager, we exclude rules which contain circularity. We explain below what circular rules are and why they can be dangerous. In (Groote and Vaandrager 1992 ) also rules with conclusion of the form X ) T are considered, and called tyxt rules. We reject this format because in -calculus it is necessary that each non -redex be motivated by an operator p in head position.
De nition 6.2 A rule with premises fT i % i S i j i 2 Ig is non-circular if it is possible to order the index set I s.t. if some metavariable appears both in S j and in T i , then j < i holds. Otherwise, a rule is circular.
Here is a circular rule:
Circular rules can give rise to \odd" transition systems, where the behaviour of an operand can depend on the syntax of its operands. This can lead to an equivalence unnaturally more discriminative than -observation equivalence, as the following example shows.
Example 6.3 Let p be an operator de ned by the rules (the rst one is circular):
We have x: $ x:( x), but p( x: ) 6 ' p p( x:( x)). The latter because we can infer p( x: ) ) thus (R1) ( ) ? ? ? ( x: ) ) p( x: ) ) ; but p( x:( x)) cannot match this reduction. Indeed p( x:( x)) cannot evolve using (R1) since, for any R, ( x:( x))R ) R 6 = R. The term p( x:( x)) can only evolve to I using (R2), but then I 6 ' p (in the example the presence of (R2) is necessary, otherwise ' p p( x:( x)) ' p p( x: )). 2
We call the class of all well-formed operators Op; and we call the corresponding bisimulation ' Op and congruence = Op , rich applicative bisimulation and rich applicative congruence, respectively. The latter represents the most discriminating bisimulation-based equivalence obtained using well-formed operators.
Constants versus operators
A class P of symbols can be viewed as a class of operators in the language P (when an arity and some behavioural rules are speci ed for each symbol), or as a class of constants in the language P .
The veri cation of ' P is simpli ed by the characterisations obtained in Section 4.2; Lemma 6.5 below shows that this can be exploited to reason about ' P . For the proof of Lemma 6.5 we use an auxiliary lemma. The depth of the proof of a derivation of a transition M ) M 0 is the maximal number of nested steps in such a derivation.
Lemma 6.4 Let M; M 0 2 P . Suppose M ) M 0 is inferred with a derivation of depth n in which some behavioural rule is used. Then there are an operator p and termsM s.t.
M ) pM ) M 0 and the derivation of M ) pM does not use any behavioural rule; the derivation of pM ) M 0 has depth not greater than n.
Proof: By induction on n. For the inductive part, proceed by a case analysis on the last rule used, which may be App, Trans or a behavioural rule. We omit the details, which are simple.
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Lemma 6.5 M ' P N implies M ' P N, for any assignment of well-formed operators to the symbols in P.
Proof: We are working here with two languages, P and P . Therefore we have two reduction relations, ) 1 for P and ) 2 for P , with the corresponding convergence predicates + i , i 2 1; 2 (since P has no constants, we shall never have to use the other convergence predicate, + c ). An easy fact to prove is that everything derivable with ) 1 is also derivable with ) 2 , i.e., M ) 1 M 0 implies M ) 2 M 0 :
(1)
We shall prove that S = f(M; N) j M ' P Ng is a ' P -bisimulation. We have to check the clauses 3.1(1) and 3.1(3) of De nition 3.1. The two clauses are similar, so we only consider the latter, and proceed by transition induction. So, suppose M ) 2 M 0 ; we have to nd some N 0 s.t. N ) 2 N 0 and M 0 ' P N 0 : (2) Basic case: The depth of the derivation of M ) 2 M 0 is equal to one. The only interesting case is when a behavioural rule is used, say pX 1 X r ) 2 T :
The term T may contain the metavariablesX = fX 1 ; ; X r g plus some other metavariablesZ = fZ 1 ; ; Z m g. Now, if rule (3) has been applied to M, there must be termsM X = fM 1 ; ; M r g andR = fR 1 ; ; R m g s.t. M = pM 1 M r and M 0 = TfM X =X;R=Zg (substitution between tuples is de ned componentwise). From M ' P N and de nition of ' P , we infer that N ) 1 pN 1 N r , with M i ' P N i for each 1 i r. Therefore, by (1), also N ) 2 pN 1 N r and, using rule (3), if N X = fN 1 ; ; N r g then N ) 2 TfÑ X =X;R=Zg. Since ' P is a congruence (Proposition 4.6), we have TfM X =X;R=Zg ' P TfÑ X =X;R=Zg, as required by (2).
Inductive case: The depth of the derivation of M ) 2 M 0 is n > 1. We distinguish two cases:
whether or not the derivation uses a behavioural rule. If it does not, then also M ) 1 M 0 holds; since M ' P N, for some N 0 , N ) 1 N 0 ' P M 0 ; by (1), we get N ) 2 N 0 ' P M 0 .
The case in which the derivation of M ) 2 M 0 does use behavioural rules is more delicate. By Lemma 6.4, for some p andM, we can split the reduction M ) 2 M 0 into M ) 2 pM ) 2 M 0 ; (4) where M ) 2 pM does not use any behavioural rule, and pM ) 2 M 0 has a derivation of depth less than or equal to n. Since M ) 2 pM does not use any behavioural rule, we also have M ) 1 pM : 
This matches the reduction M ) 2 pM 1 M r in (4). We are left with the other reduction in (4), namely pM 1 M r ) 2 M 0 . We have to nd N 0 s.t.
This would conclude the proof, because, from (6), (7) and the rule Trans, we can infer N ) 2 N 0 ' P M 0 , as required by (2).
We nd N 0 to satisfy (7) by a case analysis on the last rule used in the derivation of pM 1 M r ) 2 M 0 .
(Rule App). In this case, the premise of the rule is pM 1 M r?1 ) 2 M 00 and M 0 is M 00 M r . Since M i ' P N i and ' P is a congruence, we have pM 1 M r?1 ' P pN 1 N r?1 . Since the derivation of pM 1 M r?1 ) 2 M 00 has depth less than or equal to n ? 1, by induction pN 1 N r?1 ) 2 N 00 and N 00 ' P M 00 . Using App we infer pN 1 N r ) 2 N 00 N r and, by the congruence of ' P , M 00 M r ' P N 00 N P . For N 0 = N 00 N r in (7), this concludes the case.
(Rule Trans). The premises of the rule are pM 1 M r ) 2 M 00 and M 00 ) 2 M 0 . This case simply requires the application of the inductive hypothesis of the lemma twice.
(Behavioural rules). Let r represent the arity of p. Since P has no constants, the behavioural rule used is of the form fT i % i Y i j i 2 Ig pX 1 X r ) T (8) for % i 2 f); + g. LetZ = fZ 1 ; ; Z m g be the ordered set of the metavariables di erent from X i (1 i r) and Y i (i 2 I), which appear in the terms fT i g i2I and T; similarly, letX = fX 1 ; ; X r g andỸ = fY i g i2I . Therefore, the last step of the derivation of M 1 M r ) 2 This would allow us to use rule (8) also on pN 1 N r and infer fN Ti % i N Yi j i 2 Ig pN 1 N r ) N 0 : Moreover, since M 0 and N 0 are obtained from T by instantiating its metavariables with ' P terms, we get M 0 ' P N 0 , as required by (7). We prove (9) by induction on i; here the non-circularity hypothesis for rule (8) is crucial. case i=1. By the non-circularity assumption, T 1 contains at most the metavariablesX and Z, and M T1 = T 1 fM=X;R=Zg. Take the term N T1 = T 1 fÑ=X;R=Zg; by congruence for ' P , M T1 ' P N T1 . Since M T1 % 1 M Y1 has a shorter inference, by the inductive hypothesis of the lemma N Y1 exists s.t. N T1 % 1 N Y1 and M Y1 ' P N Y1 . case i+1 . In this case also variables Y j , for j i may appear in T i+1 . But by the induction on i, we know that M Yj ' P N Yj , so everything follows as in the previous case.
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Now we can conclude that -observation equivalence is at least as discriminating as rich applicative congruence.
Corollary 6.6 $ < = Op Proof: Let M; N 2 with M $ N and C be any Op -context. From Theorems 4.2 and 4.7, we get M ' Op N and, from Proposition 4.6, C(M) ' Op C(N). Finally, from Lemma 6.5 we derive C(M) ' Op C(N).
7 The power of non-determinism Corollary 6.6 left open the question whether $ is strictly ner than = Op , which if true, would signify that after all $ is introducing some super uous discriminations on -terms. We shall prove that this is not the case and that $ and = Op represent the same relation (on terms). It therefore inherits simple characterisations from -observation equivalence, and a measure of its neness in term of well-formed operators from rich applicative congruence. The proof shows that it is su cient to add non-determinism to achieve the same maximal discrimination; later we shall see that non-determinism is also necessary. Observe that the characterisations of $ in terms of constants and open terms in Then the only possible reduction for NR to match this move | leading to an abstraction | is:
But now, y:(]K y) is not equivalent to as the former after accepting an input can diverge, whereas the latter converges.
2 From Lemma 3.7, Corollary 6.6 and Theorem 7.8 we can conclude that:
Corollary 7.10 Suppose that P is a class of operators containing ]; then $ <> ' P <> = P .
Observe that the class of deterministic operators, roughly the operators for which the one-step reduction relation is deterministic, is Church-Rosser. We shall show that Church-Rosser operators do not give full discriminating power. In the remainder of this section, we denote a generic Church-Rosser class of operators by CR. Since the parallel convergence operator 3 is Church-Rosser, Theorem 8.5 also proves that $ is ner than the relation ' 3 considered by Abramsky (1987) . This means that Abramsky's canonical domain, which is fully abstract for ' 3 , is not a sound model for $. The same thing is true for the equivalences and their fully abstract canonical domains de ned by Boudol (1990 and , since on pure -terms they coincide with ' 3 .
Conclusions and future work
The purpose of this paper was to study the e ect, on the equivalence between -terms, of the use of contexts richer than the pure -calculus contexts, and possibly involving parallelism. We have concentrated on Abramsky's lazy -calculus (Abramsky 1989) , following two directions. In the rst, the -calculus has been studied within a process calculus by examining the equivalence $ induced by Milner's encoding into the -calculus. We have started from the characterisation of $ in (Sangiorgi 1992) , which uses a variant of Abramsky's applicative bisimulation on a -calculus enriched with a countable in nite set of constants. We have derived a few equivalent operational characterisations, from which we have been able to prove full abstraction of $ w.r.t. Levy-Longo Trees. In the second direction, we have examined applicative bisimulation when the -calculus is augmented with well-formed operators, symbols equipped with behavioural rules obeying the GV format. The maximal discrimination on pure -terms induced by such operators is achieved when all of them are present in the calculus. We have proved that a simple non-deterministic operator is enough to obtain the same discrimination, whereas Church-Rosser operators are not. Moreover, we have showed that it coincides with the discrimination given by $. We conclude that:
The introduction of non-determinism into the lazy -calculus is exactly what makes applicative bisimulation appropriate for reasoning about functional terms when they are considered in richer settings, possibly involving parallelism.
Thus, because and ] are natural non-deterministic operators, and ] become particularly attractive languages. All this is relevant when investigating the integration of concurrent and functional programming, the embedding of the -calculus into a concurrent language or simply the addition of parallel operators to the -calculus. For instance, it tells you that it is sound to replace ' -or ' ] -terms in contexts containing concurrent features. Moreover, when applied to the problem of the encoding of the lazy -calculus as tackled in (Milner 1990 (Milner , 1991 , this leads to our claim that: and ] are very appealing forms of -calculus to encode within a process calculus.
For instance, extending Milner's encoding in (Milner 1991) We believe that, following our study conducted here and in (Sangiorgi 1992) , it is possible to prove an exact correspondence on between applicative bisimulation and -calculus's observation equivalence, i.e., (for the pure closed -terms the result follows from Corollary 7.10).
In Section 3 we pointed out the problem of the congruence of ' P C , which we could only prove in a few special cases. Unfortunately, the general congruence theorem proved by Ong (1992) does not help, because the treatment of non-determinism in (Ong 1992 ) is di erent from ours. We also leave for future research the examination of classes of operators other than those describable with GV rules. (It is intended, however, that such operators should always be well-behaved, i.e., their behaviour should not depend upon the syntax of their operands). For instance, one might consider rules with negative premises, as done by Bloom, Istrail and Meyer (1988) and Groote (1989) , for process algebras. We would like to know whether $ remains invariant for operators de ned from these rules, as we have shown to happen with the GV rules.
An interesting issue is whether the work on canonical models and domain logics carried out in (Abramsky 1987 , Boudol 1990 This paper shows what should be added to the (lazy) -calculus so that its applicative bisimulation is preserved by the encoding into the -calculus. The natural complement of such a study is to examine what it is necessary to eliminate from the -calculus to bring it down to the same level as the (pure) -calculus. The question is: what exactly makes the -calculus more discriminating? Finally we would like to extend the work to other evaluation strategies; in particular the call-byvalue, the other strategy encoded by Milner (1990) into -calculus.
